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Kerala is considered to be one of the gifted lands of nature famous all over the world. It is often
called as the tropical paradise of the south wedged in between the Western Ghats and the Arabian
Sea. It is the most peaceful and picturesque state of India located on the Malabar Coast. It has
become the dream destination of every nature lovers since time immemorial. This small amazing
land is now the striking tourist destination loved by almost all the tourist visitors.

The land is endowed with innumerable unique quality attractions but among them the vast
picturesque gleaming of the backwater that forms almost half of Kerala. Its captivating beauty of the
vast glittering of narrow stretch backwaters has become one of the prime attractions of Kerala
tourism. They are formed by the long chains of canals and lagoons which are of man-made and
natural blended together to formed amazing stretch of backwaters. The large network of water ways
interconnects different rivers, lakes and lagoons and has made into a totally wonderful land which
can be called as the emerald glittering backwater. As the network this of water ways connect every
nook and corners of the state it has become one of the best means to explore the in and out core
beauty of the country. Thus tourism has greatly improved because of its glory and so it is known as
the pearl wealth of the country.

Top backwater destinations of Kerala are given below:

Alappuzha

Alappuzha also known as Alleppey is a prominent backwater destination of Kerala and is the major
center for Kerala Houseboats cruises. This famous tourist fascinated spot is popularly known as the
rice of bowl of Kerala. It is one of the best sites to experience the real lifestyle of the people living
besides the backwater and is an interesting unique experience. Sightseeing the coir production,
tasting toddy drinks made from coconut and watching the villagers planting paddy in the field and
men fishing are some of the spectacular scene which can linger in your memory for lifetime.

Kumarakom

It is also a well sought after backwater destination loved by most of the tourist to cruise around the
picturesque breathtaking water and its attractions. There many alluring and exciting sites to explore
by touring on the houseboats. The places like Aruvikkuzhi Waterfalls, Kumarakom Bird Sanctuary,
Pathiramanal, Vembanad Lake and Water Bird Sanctuary are some of the best adventure sites of
Kerala.

Other places like Cochin, Thiruvananthapuram, Thiruvallam, Kottayam, Kollam and Kasargod are
some of the outstanding important backwater hot spots. The houseboats in Kerala can give you
wonderful memorable and delightful tour experience. It is not only equipped with world class luxury
alone but it can give you satisfaction and delightful stay as they render quality privacy exclusively
meant for enjoyment and leisure tour. So try for the Houseboat Alleppey  which is one of the best
houseboats of Kerala and enjoy the most fantastic tour cruise by floating on the emerald heaven of
Kerala. They are one of the best ways of celebrating your honeymoon as well as holiday tour. Relish
this remarkable tour cruise and treasure everlasting sweet memory.     
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